Car Crash Survival Multi Function Window Breaker Seatbelt
Cutter Tool Launched
Premiere Capital Investments, a Californian company, announced the launch of
Evac3, a free multi-function survival tool that can be used to facilitate immediate
vehicle exit in case of emergency.
Premiere Capital Investments, a Californian company, announced the launch of Evac3, a free
multi-function survival tool that can be used to facilitate immediate vehicle exit in case of
emergency.Murrieta, United States - April 18, 2017 /PressCable/ -- Premiere Capital Investment, a
Murrieta, California company, launched the new Evac3, a multi-function survival tool designed to
facilitate immediate vehicle exit in cases of car crash, burning vehicles, underwater submersion and
others.
More information can be found at https://onlinenewsletters.net/zvk56/?cid=premierejl.
Automobile accidents have long been on the list of the most important causes of worldwide
mortality, with more than 1.5 million people losing their lives in vehicle accidents. For some
segments of the populations, especially young people aged 5 to 29, car crashes are constantly
among the top two causes of death.
Studies also show that a considerable proportion of accident-related deaths might have been
avoided if the victims had an effective way to cut their seatbelts, break the window and leave the
vehicle. Especially in cases of water submersion or burning vehicles, immediate exit is crucial.
Evac3 is a new survival tool designed to help those trapped inside crashed vehicles break the
window and cut the seatbelt, thus exiting the vehicle as quickly as possible.
The tool was designed for increased portability and ease of access in case of emergency. It fits
easily into any pocket or keychain, and it can be used immediately when needed. Larger similar
tools tend to get lost in the vehicle during crashes; however, Evac 3 is immediately available due to
its small, portable size.
The hard, blunt tip of the multi-functional tool allows any user to easily break any standard vehicle
window. Due to its accessible design, the tool can be handled easily by users of all ages.
Cutting a stuck seatbelt is essential in any car crash where vehicle exit is necessary. Evac3 has a
protected blade that can be used to cut the seatbelt. Due to its intelligent design, the blade will not
accidentally cut the owner.
Evac3 is currently available for free.
Interested parties can find more information by visiting the above-mentioned website.
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